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How a new idea for medical care helped one small town thrive.

After nine years in traditional practice, Dr. Ryan Kauffman decided that the
old health care model just wasn’t serving patients or physicians in the way
that it should. So he changed it. He set up a different kind of practice right
in the middle of downtown and is now so busy that he has hired a second
physician. The model could very well become the future of rural medical care.

NEW IDEAS OPEN DOORS.
In 2015, Small Nation purchased a building that had been
vacant for five years. The purchase price: $19,000. Before
its decline the building had housed a dance studio, and we
originally anticipated attracting another with a simple, updated renovation. Dance studios are community-energizing
businesses. Young people and their parents make weekly
stops downtown that create life experiences and memories,
deeply rooting their love for the town in which they were
raised. Every day after their lessons, families grab a meal
together, a gift for someone special or some post-ballet
ice cream, supporting the other businesses downtown. Our
original plan was a safe addition to our planned tenant mix
on the block, which included specialty retail and a coffee
shop in the buildings we had purchased next door. A brand
new idea that came to us out of the blue changed our
plans… and opened the door a completely different way of
thinking about how creative development can have a direct
affect on the community as a whole.
REACHING OUT BRINGS RESULTS.
Part of our Hustle Hard Approach includes staying in close
communication with our local community. Before recruiting
a business tenant, the possibilities are put through a strategic filter. Asking the community for their ideas and input
is a crucial part of the Small Nation development process.

When we reached to the community via social media about
the Columbus Avenue block, Dr. Kauffman responded: Had
we considered a medical practice downtown? Of course, we
had not. It’s just not a typical tenant type for small towns,
and the cost for interior buildout might outweigh the potential for return on our investment. Normally, we wouldn’t
have even considered a physician as a viable candidate for
this space. But Dr. Kauffman had a new idea for a medical practice business model that changed our minds very
quickly.
In small towns, filling a community need sometimes means
thinking differently. For Dr. Ryan Kauffman and Rudi Kauffman, his brother / business partner, that meant turning
medical care — one the largest established industries in the
nation — into a model that served small town residents in
a way that was truly needed. After nine years in traditional practice, Dr. Kauffman decided that the old health care
model just wasn’t serving patients or physicians in the way
that it should. Rather than following the typical medical
practice model that requires high overhead and expensive
health insurance premiums, Dr. Kauffman’s practice would
offer primary care services for a low base monthly fee,
providing dedicated, affordable care for our small town’s
residents.
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Hickory Direct Primary Medical Care is a perfect example of how allowing new
ideas at the entrepreneurial and development table can open the door to major
beneficial changes in a community. New ideas have the potential for big return.
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Why? There’s not always one recipe for success. The HUSTLE
HARD approach is successful because it promotes thinking differently about “how things have always been.” Learn more about
Hickory Medical Direct Primary Care at hickorydpc.com.

Working together with ideas, financing and
ongoing support has allowed Hickory Medical
Direct Primary Care to thrive. hickorydpc.com
DEVELOPING POTENTIAL
The Kauffmans had done their homework prior to reaching
out to the Small Nation team. They had run the numbers
and the future projections indicated a bright future for their
business; one that was infused with a heart for service. At
Small Nation, part of our development process includes
asking two cornerstone questions: “ What is this building’s
highest and best use?” And “What tenants will immediately
add value to the downtown and cause an increase in traffic?” Dr. Kauffman’s idea answered both questions.
By considering a completely different tenant type, we were
able to help a small business fill a need in our community
in a very personal way, while still gaining the foot traffic
numbers we were hoping for. We, in collaboration with our
architect and engineers, moved forward with a design-build
process with the Kauffmans working one-on-one with them
to design and convert the open space into a medical facility.
The renovation of the building included conversion of the
open space into a lobby / office area and four private patient rooms requiring plumbing for wash sinks. At the same
time, we converted the vacant second floor into a spacious
loft apartment, which required installation of new interior

stairs to the upper floor to allow for two means of egress, as
well as additional structure support and a full HVAC redesign
for both units. Redevelopment of the building took four
months, with a $275,000 total renovation budget. The addition of the loft apartment brings in $1,250.00 in additional
monthly rental revenue for the project.
HICKORY MEDICAL DIRECT PRIMARY CARE IS ONE OF
THE FIRST PRACTICES OF ITS KIND IN THE STATE OF
OHIO.
Their practice provides highly personalized, focused care to
patients who otherwise might not be able to afford the services they need through larger providers. Affordable health
care is imperative everywhere, especially in small towns
where many folks are self employed or do not have access
to health care insurance through their employers. The practice has received overwhelming support from the community because of their convictions to do the right thing for their
patients at all costs. Their roster of patients have grown so
quickly in fact, that they’re adding additional physicians to
their practice. Serving as many people as possible with the
best affordable care possible is a game-changing idea that
has benefited everyone involved.
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